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It has evaluated the performance of the winged multipurpose helicopter program under a closed contract in accordance with the
strict and limited requirements established under the Reconnaissance and Cost Benefit Evaluation Program Act." Several
Bell.402 helicopters under development at the time were transferred to the Spirit program as part of this program and were used
for many experiments and developments under the Flying to the Moon program. In particular, one of these helicopters was used
to test a deep-sea vehicle for the NASA Gemini program, and one was used as a ground aerodynamic stand for the
implementation of the JUMP program, under which an experimental version of the Jennifer aircraft was built. In the United
States, the Coming to the Moon program did not receive wide international recognition until the summer of 1970, when Bert
Hawkins prepared a project to coordinate the program for the US Air Force and Navy.He proposed that carrier aircraft launch
22 containers with various military communications satellites into space, and then return back to Earth. In 1970-1971, Hawkins
also proposed an attempt to carry out a similar experiment as a command module for the Space Shuttle Discovery. In 1972, the
Jimmy Carter administration began a program to create a hypersonic engine. NASA commissioned KOCOM to develop the
Saturn V space launch vehicle. On August 19, 1973, Congress approved the KOCOM project, which proposed funding work to
create a new working engine. A supersonic turbojet engine with a thrust of 14,400 kgf (at sea level) was built. He worked for 10
years and made three launches. An engine powered by supersonic acids was also developed, but it was never used. Later, the
program was suspended, and a year later the Constellation program began. The Strizh rocket was launched in February 1991. In
June 1993, the first launch of Skylab took place. The Stinger launch vehicle was launched on July 4, 2000. In 1998, the OneWeb
satellite was launched. Since 2002, the program has been called "Space Forces". The Pentagon approved the NASA-COCOM
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Master Plan in June 1994. According to this plan, it was supposed to allocate $1
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